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T68 SPECTRA

The T68 SPECTRA versatile GPS tracking device is our most versatile pet/personal/car
GPS tracking device.
This incredible GPS/GSMPCS/GPRS tracking device is actually suitable for a number of different
tasks as follows:







large and medium size pet and animal tracking ("extra" version only)
children and elder people tracking and monitoring
GPS tracking and monitoring for outdoor/sports/leasure activities
GPS tracking and monitoring for water sports and activities ("extra" version only)
truck/car/bike/scooter tracking device
truck/car/bike/scooter satellite alarm.

Thanks to the relevant number of innovative features, along with the opportunity to choose from two
different versions available, the SPECTRA T68 GPS tracker is definitely your best possible buy for
a GPS tracking device, coming available at a very cheap price.
Featuring full SMS remotecontrolled operation and programming, fast and easytouse PC
configuration software, clear and intuitive configuration menu and SMS commands, the daily use of
a SPECTRA T68 GPS tracking device will certainly turn out to be an extremely pleasant and
enjoyable experience.
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Please check out the remarkable number of truly innovative features this little wonder makes
available to you (to allow a clearer comparison, we have highlighted all of the most relevant
innovations of our product in comparison to the current standard of other tracking devices currently
available on the market):
1. extremely userfriendly and intuitive use, no need for complicated operation or specific
knowledge to use the device
2. double configuration mode (SMS commands or PC configuration software) available
3. multiple user tracking feature
4. 100% Google Earth/Maps tracking compatibility
5. supersavvy tracking mode (available soon): by enabling a dedicated configuration switch,
SMS polling will be possible by simply ringing the GPS tracker SIM card phone number
(requires active caller ID service from cellphone carriers)
6. SOS tracking features with dedicated pushbutton for activation and SOS warning message
with GPS coordinates
7. easy to set and remotecontrolled geofence alarm feature
8. speed alarm feature
9. antiGPS jamming alarm feature: this is one of the most remarkable features when the
SPECTRA T88 tracker is used as a vehicle tracking device or satellite car alarm. As soon as
the GPS signal is lost or jammed, a special alarm will be sent out to predefined phone
numbers, along with the latest available GPS position detected
10.programmable continuous GPS tracking
11.highest security against theft and unauthorized use: the opportunity of inserting a sixfigure
password and setting up a maximum number of three different users allows unparalleled
security against theft (the tracker will not work at all if stolen), ensuring highest
confidentiality of use at the same time
12.programmable batterysaving mode
13.userselectable multiple GPS data coordinates format (allows PCbased or cellphonebased
tracking)
14."easy tracking" feature for cellphones: use an htmlcompatible browser on your PDA or
cellphone to track the device and you will be able to immediately display tracker position on
Google Maps by simply clicking on one SMS link (wireless cellphone Internet connection
and browsing required)
15.GPS navigator compatibility: each and every GPS navigator (PNA) with coordinate search
feature can be used along with the SPECTRA T68 tracker
16.GPRSbased tracking available.
Complete with rechargeable battery, LED control interface, SOS pushbutton, the SPECTRA T68
GPS tracker comes available in two different versions to suit virtually every needs for price and
performance:
1. basic: includes everything needed to use and program the
SPECTRA T68 tracker along with all the operating features
described above plus a special weatherproof enclosure
(pictured aside) allowing bodyworn or petworn use of the
product
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The T68 SPECTRA basic version, along with IPX4 weatherproof
enclosure is pictured aside

2. extra: extra version consists of the basic version plus a medium
sized dog/animal collar plus a special total watertight (IP67)
enclosure for use on pets or humans for water activities or total
water protection.

Measuring just 3.1"x2"x0.8"7,8x5x2 cm and weighing 1.4oz40gr, this tracker operates worldwide
under any GSM (900/1800Mhz) or PCS (1900Mhz) cellphone network and offers

paramount security under SPECTRADOME's brand reliability!
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